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eferred maintenance of physical assets, aging real estate and
infrastructure has become a legitimate threat to the sustainability of
many colleges and universities. As rapidly increasing tuition and
crippling student debt have become top national headlines, colleges
and universities are under a microscope now more than ever; pressured to
slow the growth of rising tuition costs. Online education platforms are
competing directly with traditional on-ground education experiences and the
realities of aging student housing and other facilities are bringing into question
the value proposition of the physical campus experience.
Over the last few years, several forward-thinking colleges and universities have
acted to address these challenges by creating long-term public-private
partnerships (P3) with the private sector to develop, construct and maintain
their real estate and infrastructure in order to receive favorable balance sheet
treatment, achieve cost savings and realize efficiencies. It is predicted that these
higher education real estate and infrastructure P3s would have a tremendous
social and economic impact on the local communities while ensuring the
sustainability of those institutions in the Greater Philadelphia Region .
For purposes of this white paper, higher education P3s are defined as a long-term
(30 or more years) agreements between public or private institutions and the
private sector to design, build, finance, operate and/or maintain real estate and
infrastructure assets. This paper argues that if structured properly, higher
education institutions can use P3s to transform both their campuses and balance
sheet while benefiting the local community in the Greater Philadelphia region.
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comes to higher education.1 The greater Philadelphia region alone has 101
institutions offering Associate’s degrees or higher.2 Pennsylvania has two public
school systems: the Pennsylvania State System of Higher Education (PASSHE),
which consists of 14 institutions with an enrollment of nearly 105,000 students3,
and the Commonwealth System of Higher Education, which contains four staterelated universities with an enrollment of nearly 115,000 students 4. Four of
PASSHE’s 14 universities are within a 90 minute drive of Philadelphia and fall
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within the Philadelphia Real Estate Council’s target region: Cheyney University,
West Chester University, Kuztown University and Millersville University.

PASSHE Appropriation
Vs. Tuition Trends
Source:
PADDHE.edu

Public colleges and universities in Pennsylvania have experienced significant
financial challenges over the last decade. As illustrated in the accompanying
graph, during the 2007-2008 school year, PASSHE’s appropriation was $484
million, compared to $444 million in the 2016-2017 school year, an 8.2%
decline.5 Despite the decline in appropriation, average in-state undergraduate
tuition has increased 40% over the same period, from $5,177 to $7,238. 6
Furthermore, state funding per student has declined more than 15% in the last
decade to $4,052. This represents just 58% of the national average among all
public colleges and universities.7 In this time of financial challenges, PASSHE
must continue to find a way to operate and maintain approximately 900
buildings totaling 30 million square feet on nearly 5,000 acres.8
Cheyney University, the nation’s first historically black university, considered a
national landmark by many, is located approximately 30 miles west of
Philadelphia and is a prime example of a public university in dire need of capital.
In 2016, Cheyney’s fall enrollment was 739 students, 31% below the amount
enrolled just two years prior and less than half its enrollment in the early 2000s. 9
Unsurprisingly, these trends have led to significant financial challenges as the
university’s net position deficit sits at $17.6 million. 10 In November 2015,
Cheyney was placed on probation by the Middle States Commission on Higher
Education, jeopardizing its accreditation.11 Now, the University’s fate lies at the
hands of PASSHE’s Board of Governors as they have set up a task force to
overhaul Cheyney to find ways to operate on a smaller budget or create
additional revenue sources.12
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“The 101
institutions in the
Greater
Philadelphia
Region provide
nearly 200,000
jobs annually that
generate more than
$10 billion of labor
income”

These challenges are not unique to Cheyney or PASSHE. Across the Nation,
colleges and universities are facing enrollment challenges, aging facilities and
limited availability of capital. This is causing many universities to take on
additional debt, resulting in declining endowments. To avoid this, some
universities look to reduce operating expenses by cutting services and
consolidating programs, which negatively impacts the student experience and the
local economies. Rather than cutting essential services, higher education
institutions should look towards creating additional revenue sources.
Higher education institutions are an economic stimulus for a city or municipality,
as they are labor intensive institutions employing researchers and academic staff,
service workers, healthcare workers, administrative support and construction
workers. The 101 institutions in the Greater Philadelphia Region provide nearly
200,000 jobs annually that generate more than $10 billion of labor income.13

Public-Private Partnerships
To solve these challenges, several public and private higher education
institutions have engaged developers and other private companies to enter into
P3s. As more colleges and universities begin to think more creatively, they look to
the private sector for innovative methods to solve bureaucratic processes that
are inherent to higher education institutions. Some of the benefits of these
partnerships include speed of delivery for real estate and infrastructure projects,
access to flexible capital, transfer of risk to the private sector, long-term
operations and maintenance, and procurement and operational efficiencies that
result in cost savings.
The term “public-private partnership” is a broad term that can represent fairly
simple transactions to long-term holistic partnerships. The structure of the P3
has a significant impact on the amount of risk a university takes on and the
financial benefit the university will realize. A successful P3 provides a strategic
recapitalization of value that is locked in university real estate assets and is
inaccessible, while limiting risk for the school.
While there is a myriad of alternative transaction types, typically higher
education P3 arrangements fall into the following structures:
1. 501(c)3 Foundation Model – Under this model, a university, non-profit
organization and a developer form a partnership to develop or renovate
student housing facilities. In order to meet guidelines set by the Internal
Revenue Service, the units must be exclusively used by students.
Furthermore, the facilities must also be designed for students, and there
must be a close connection, both physically and programmatically,
between the operation of the facility and the educational mission of the
college or university. As such, the capital provided in these partnerships is
restricted to specific uses.
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In a 501(c)3 model, the non-profit owns the assets and finances them by
issuing tax-exempt student housing bonds. Many universities choose this
structure because they are still heavily involved in the daily operations. A
benefit to this financing structure is that tax-exempt student housing
bonds are long-term and have a lower interest rate than taxable debt and
equity. However, when focusing on the interest rate differential alone, one
fails to realize that financing costs are only a small part of the total costs
incurred throughout the partnership.
2. Ground Lease and Master Lease Agreements – Another common P3
structure is when the development is on university-owned land with a
ground lease to the developer. The developer is responsible for the design,
financing, development, construction and operations of the property. The
university retains fee ownership of land and receives revenue from the
lease payment. The ground lease arrangements are often long-term and
are commonly more than 50 years.
A university may choose this type of P3 structure because the developer
owns the buildings and, therefore, assumes the construction risk and any
additional debt needed to fund the project will be off the university’s
balance sheet. However, the university gives up the upside as the
developer often retains the majority of cash flow produced from the
development, while the university receives the lease payment.
In some partnerships, the developer will negotiate a master lease to
mitigate their risk. Under a master lease, the university provides a
financial commitment to lease the units, regardless of demand. This has a
negative impact on the university’s balance sheet, lowering their debt
capacity since it imposes a financial obligation. The master lease typically
is significantly shorter than the ground lease.
3. Service Concessionaire Arrangement (SCA) – Although the SCA isn’t as
common in higher education as the aforementioned P3 structures, it is
starting to gain popularity. In an SCA, a university can contract with the
private sector to design, finance, develop, and operate facilities for a
specific period of time, while allowing the university to be heavily
involved in the development of the P3. A key distinction of SCAs is that the
right to operate the concession and collect third party fees serves as
collateral against any debt incurred within the agreement.
One of the benefits of the SCA model is that the assets always stay on the
university’s balance sheet which ensures property tax exemption;
however, the project is generally financed off of the university’s balance
sheet using taxable debt or equity. When financed only with debt, the
© 2017 The Philadelphia Real Estate Council
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university can retain 100% of all residual cash flow after operating
expenses, debt service and reserve funding. Furthermore, the cash
generated for a university under an SCA is discretionary and significantly
more flexible than a model financed with tax-exempt bonds.
The table below summarizes the advantages and disadvantages of the P3
structures described above:
Structure
Advantages
Disadvantages



501(c)3
Foundation
Model






Ground and
Master Lease



Cheapest cost of capital
University is heavily involved in daily operations
All residual cash flow is
returned to the university,
but has restricted uses




Restricted uses of capital
Debt will remain on state's
balance sheet if the foundation is affiliated with the university

Majority of risk is transferred to private sector
Debt is sourced off the
university’s balance sheet,
preserving debt capacity
Flexible capital



Little to no control of daily
operations
A large portion of cash flow is
returned to the developer
Assets are transferred off
university’s balance sheet
Developer must pay property
taxes
Typically includes equity
which is the most expensive
source of capital








Service
Concessionaire
Arrangement






Assets remain on university’s balance sheet while
debt is raised off-balance
sheet, preserving debt
capacity
Flexible capital
Can be structured so university keeps all residual
cash flow
Exempt from property
taxes





Taxable debt has a higher
interest rate than tax-exempt
debt
If financed with equity, developer will keep a portion of
cash flow

Balance Sheet and Financial Treatment
This section highlights some of the financial benefits P3s can provide to
universities, using PASSHE as an example.
Pennsylvania State System of Higher Education (PASSHE)
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In 2009, PASSHE’s Board of Governors (BoG) issued an Invitation to Qualify so
private developers can satisfy a policy set by the BoG that all new student
housing be satisfied through private development through a 501(c)3 tax-exempt
affiliated organization to the extent feasible.14 This policy allows the universities
to build new student housing financed through the affiliated non-profit without
issuing general obligation bonds. This structure also allows the universities to
retain some control and have the ability to manage the operations on behalf of
their affiliates. However, because the housing was financed through a 501(c)3,
the cash flow generated from the housing developments is restricted to specific
uses.

When looking at PASSHE’s financial statements, Moody’s details some challenges
related to the student housing, including high leverage.15 Despite the affiliated
non-profit foundation issuing the debt for the student housing, Moody’s includes
this as debt directly related to the system. Another challenge the system is faced
with is costly union benefits, including pension and health care costs. 16 Since
PASSHE continues to run the operations and maintenance of these facilities,
staffing levels are higher than if a third party were responsible for operations and
maintenance, thus increasing liabilities. In a ground lease P3, the developer often
oversees the operations and maintenance so the university does not have to
increase its staff and pension liability.

“Despite the
affiliated non-profit
foundation issuing
the debt for the
student housing,
Moody’s includes
this debt directly
related to the
system.”

With the funding cuts the system has experienced over the last decade, PASSHE is
focused on cutting costs. In an effort to reduce debt service and operating
expenses, several universities have purchased back their privatized student
housing from their affiliated organizations by issuing tax-exempt debt through
State System bond financing. While debt service will be minimized, these
transactions are having a negative impact on the universities’ balance sheets.
Because the transactions are between related parties, Generally Accepted
Accounting Principles (GAAP) requires that universities record the assets net of
depreciation at the time of the acquisition. As such, the new debt assumed by the
universities exceeds the value of the asset recorded, resulting in a loss on
acquisition.17
If PASSHE decided to enter into a P3 under an SCA model, the balance sheet
treatment would be different. In an SCA, the assets remain on the university’s
balance sheet but debt is provided off-balance sheet. As an example, Cheyney
University, which is in the worst financial condition of the PASSHE schools, had
more than $24 million of tax-exempt bonds payable on their balance sheet as of
June 30, 2013. At the same time, the University had nearly $30 million in capital
assets on their balance sheet.18 In an SCA, the University can leverage its capital
assets and defease existing debt with the private sector issuing taxable debt
through a special purpose entity (SPE) that is not affiliated with, or recourse to,
the university.
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In contrast to Cheyney, West Chester University (WCU), just five miles northwest,
is the best performing school in the PASSHE system. WCU has benefited from
increased enrollment despite the system’s overall decline in enrollment. 19
However, there are actions WCU can take that would further improve the
financial conditions of the university.
More than 3000 students are housed in
residence halls and apartments in buildings
owned by University Student Housing, LLC
(USH), a 501(c)3 and subsidiary of WCU
Foundation which is a component unit of
the university.20 As a component unit, WCU
Foundation is a separate legal entity but
must be included on the University’s
financial statements. Since 2003, USH has
issued bonds or entered into loan
agreements exceeding $200 million for
construction and development of student
housing residence halls and apartments.
Additionally, since 2002, WCU has also
recorded nearly $20 million in capital lease obligations for the construction and
operation of parking structures.21
West Chester
University Student
Housing
Source:
Ushcommunities.org

In an SCA, both Cheyney and WCU have the ability to keep all of their capital
assets on their balance sheets while significantly reducing their liabilities. The
universities would record a large reduction of liabilities on their balance sheets
and replace it with deferred inflows of resources, likely enhancing both
universities’ and PASSHE’s credit ratings. In 2015, the University System of
Georgia completed a similar transaction through an SCA, retiring more than $300
million in capital lease obligations and replacing it with deferred inflow of
resources.22

Community Benefits, Challenges and Economic Development
This section highlights some of the community benefits, challenges and economic
development P3s can provide to universities, using Drexel University as an
example. It should be noted that many different P3 structures can provide the
opportunity for economic development. An important factor when evaluating the
potential for economic development is the length of the P3. A long-term P3 that
includes operations and maintenance allows the economic development to
continue after the initial construction by providing jobs for the life of the
partnership.
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Additionally, the amount of equity used to finance the construction and
development should be considered. When equity is provided, developers will
require a return, usually in the form of cash flow sharing due to the financial risk
the developer takes on. When the developer shares the cash flow with the
university, the school is giving up part of its upside, making the partnership more
expensive.
Drexel University
Drexel University, a private university in Philadelphia, has entered into several
P3s under ground lease agreements with multiple developers. These ground
lease agreements have completely revitalized Drexel’s campus over the last five
years. Drexel is situated in the heart of University City, a partnership between
several universities, small businesses and residents which seeks to improve the
quality of life through community revitalization. Before entering into its first P3,
Drexel was faced with a shortage of on-campus housing options. As a result,
students moved off-campus and into residential areas, disrupting some
neighborhoods as local residents would often complain, siting issues with noise,
trash, yard maintenance, parking and other issues.

“A long-term P3 that
includes operations
and maintenance
allows the economic
development to
continue after the
initial construction
by providing jobs for
the life of the
partnership.”

One example is the mixed-use development located on Lancaster Ave. In the case
of this development, Drexel University partnered with American Campus

Lancaster Ave.
Mixed-Use
Development
Source:
Drexel.edu

Communities (ACC) to deliver state-of-the-art student housing, retail and dining
facilities at no cost to the university.23 As part of the partnership, Drexel provided
land which ACC now operates and manages under a ground lease. Under this
structure, ACC assumes construction risk and is financially responsible for
project delivery and ongoing operations and maintenance. As such, ACC gets the
benefit of retaining residual cash flow generated from the project.
© 2017 The Philadelphia Real Estate Council
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The Lancaster Ave mixed-use development has a significant economic benefit to
Philadelphia and the state of Pennsylvania. The mixed-use development project
includes more than 20,000 square feet of retail space and a 1,316-bed student
housing complex. The upfront construction was estimated to create 850 jobs in
Philadelphia and 2,700 jobs in the state of Pennsylvania. Furthermore, the
development created an estimated $2 million in new tax revenue for Philadelphia
and $9 million for Pennsylvania. 24 Additionally, the partnership with ACC has
helped keep juniors and seniors on campus, which was uncommon before
Drexel’s campus revitalization.

University City
Today vs. 20 Years
from Now
Source:
Drexel.edu

ACC and Drexel have partnered together on four different developments. The
University has also partnered with Radnor Property Group on a mixed use
development P3 which will serve as residences and offer preschool services to a
mix of Drexel students, faculty, staff, and other professionals in the area.
Additionally, there are plans set for an ambitious $3.5 billion mixed-use project
known as Schuylkill Yards is set to further change West Philadelphia’s skyline. In
this P3, Drexel has partnered with Brandywine Realty Trust to develop a six
building development set to position University City as a hub of innovation.

The accompanying image shows a before and after comparison of what
University City looked like before these P3s and what it will look like two
decades from now. As a result of the gentrification, local residents have benefited
from increased property values and landlords have experienced growing rental
prices as the community has become a more desirable place to live.
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While these developments provide countless benefits to the community, there
can be some adverse effects. The rising property values have created a significant
need for low income housing. Additionally, according to Greg Heller, the
Executive Director of the Philadelphia Redevelopment Authority, the city needs
to focus on both low income housing and work force housing.25 While the city has
begun to focus on providing housing options to low income residents, the middle
class residents are also being priced out of their community.
Another challenge some of these P3s face are taxes. Using Drexel as an example,
since the developers own the assets, they are subject to property taxes. This can
be a benefit to the city providing a new revenue to its budget. However, this can
have an adverse effect to the university. If the developer has to pay property tax,
it will be considered during the development of the P3 and drive costs higher.
Additionally, taxes can be unpredictable. Earlier in 2017, Philadelphia reformed
its tax assessment methodology on commercial and industrial properties
increasing property taxes by an estimated 50 percent. 26 According to Jonathan
Stavin, EVP of PMC Property Group, some properties have seen their tax bill
double or triple under the new tax assessment guidelines.27

Conclusion

“An SCA financed
with taxable
bonds is the
recommended
structure for
PASSHE since
discretionary cash
flow will be
returned to the
universities and
any new debt will
not be affiliated
with the system’s
balance sheet.”

While there are common trends in higher education, every university has
different goals and objectives and is often faced with different challenges.
PASSHE is a public school system that is facing lower state appropriations and
rising tuition rates. In such times when Moody’s has exposed PASSHE’s
increasing debt, a 501(c)3 model is not be the best option since the cash flow
generated from student housing can only be used for restricted uses. The system
could benefit from a structure where capital raised off-balance sheet for the
university and cash flow generated from the facilities is more flexible and can be
used for the most urgent priorities. An SCA financed with taxable bonds is the
recommended structure for PASSHE since discretionary cash flow will be
returned to the universities and any new debt will not be affiliated with the
system’s balance sheet. This could also allow the system to include retail and
other facilities beyond student housing that could attract more students to live on
campus.
With the right structure, public-private partnerships can change the financial
health of a university or a university system, while creating an economic benefit
that extends well beyond the campus into the surrounding community. In order
to be successful, the university’s interests must be aligned with the private entity
so everyone is working towards achieving shared goals and objectives. These
partnerships allow universities to focus their resources on their core mission of
educating students.
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Questions or comments?
Please contact the author,
or PREC’s Associate Director of Communications, Tatiana Swedek, at tswedek@precouncil.org
This article is intended for informational purposes only. Neither PREC nor the author guarantee the
accuracy or completeness of any information contained herein. None of this work is intended as a
professional recommendation, and both the Philadelphia Real Estate Council and the white paper’s author
disclaim any responsibility for any business decisions or losses resulting from information herein.
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